
Three factors prompt this re-examination of the underlying ques-
tions that shape mainstream exegesis of Paul's letters. Hermeneu-
tical studies have destabilized assumptions about the nature of
meaning in texts; the letters are usually characterized as pastoral
but explicated as expressions of Paul's thought; and the impact of
E. P. Sanders' work on Paul has sharpened exegetical problems in
Romans 1.16±4.25. The outcome is a two-step method of exegesis
that considers a letter ®rst in the light of the author's purpose in
creating it and second as evidence for the patterns of thought from
which it sprang. The passage appears as pastoral preaching, helping
the Romans to deal with the implications of the fact that the God
of Israel is now accepting believing Gentiles on the same basis as
believing Jews. Justi®cation by grace through faith emerges as the
theological understanding of God's action in Christ that grounds
the pastoral speech.
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1

ASKING NEW EXEGETICAL QUESTIONS

The work reported in this study of Rom. 1.16±4.25 springs from
two main issues. The ®rst is the church's present alienation from
the Bible, a widespread concern shared by many Christian NT
scholars and affecting NT studies most obviously in hermeneutical
questioning and experiment. The second is a concern that main-
stream historical-critical study fails to take with full seriousness its
own dictum that Paul's letters are letters and pastoral and must be
treated as such. Many colleagues will consider this concern un-
necessary, but if it is justi®ed it means that the picture of Paul, his
activity and his thought which emerges from mainstream scholar-
ship is suffering signi®cant distortion.

The starting point of the study is a confessional statement about
scripture, using the language of our post-Enlightenment culture but
in contrast with its secularity:

The Uniting Church acknowledges that the Church has
received the books of the Old and New Testaments as
unique prophetic and apostolic testimony, in which she
hears the Word of God and by which her faith and
obedience are nourished and regulated . . . The Word of
God on whom man's [sic] salvation depends is to be heard
and known from Scripture appropriated in the worship-
ping and witnessing life of the Church.1

Engaging as scholar and minister with the problem of alienation
from the Bible has led me to conclude that it is not the fault of
biblical scholars or of the historical-critical method, although both
are often blamed. Nor is it the Bible's fault, although the strange-
ness of documents that belong to cultures distant from us in time
and space is often blamed. Differences of cosmology are a classic

1 Uniting Church in Australia, Basis of Union, par. 5.
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example, and such problems are not trivial. Beside the real barrier,
however, they seem small. In the world of the Bible, God is the
Creator and God's purpose is being worked out. God is the
measure of truth and justice. In present-day Western culture, God
is a private option, an hypothesis that some people accept. The
problem of the church's alienation from the Bible lies with the
church. The church is too well embedded in the secular culture.
This includes biblical scholars who own themselves and their work
as part of the church, the body of Christ. Thus, the problem is an
aspect of the struggle to be the church in the secular world, and
there are no easy answers.

How, under God, can the church tackle the problem of alienation
from the Bible? This would require another book. For our study,
Newbigin offers a helpful statement:

[W]e get a picture of the Christian life as one in which we
live in the biblical story as part of the community whose
story it is, ®nd in the story the clues to knowing God as his
character becomes manifest in the story, and from within
that indwelling try to understand and cope with the events
of our time and the world about us and so carry the story
forward. At the heart of the story, as the key to the whole,
is the incarnation of the Word, the life, ministry, death,
and resurrection of Jesus. In the Fourth Gospel Jesus
de®nes for his disciples what is to be their relation to him.
They are to `dwell in' him. He is not to be the object of
their observation, but the body of which they are a part.
As they `indwell' him in his body, they will both be led into
fuller and fuller apprehension of the truth and also become
the means through which God's will is done in the life of
the world.2

This shows how radical is the action needed. Of course, the church
is already indwelling the biblical story by its very existence as a
confessing, worshipping, caring people of God. Nevertheless, there
is a need to know the story better and to become more at home in
it, because Christians are socialized and educated into the con-
¯icting world of our secular culture. What is the role of Christian
NT scholars in this undertaking?

The confessional statement offers the af®rmation that `[the]

2 The Gospel in a Pluralist Society, 99.
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Word of God on whom man's salvation depends is to be heard and
known from scripture appropriated in the . . . life of the Church'.
The scripture is described as `the books of the Old and New
Testaments [received] as unique prophetic and apostolic testimony
in which [the church] hears the Word of God and by which her
faith and obedience are nourished and regulated'. In this relation-
ship, the church can grow towards living more fully `in the biblical
story'.

If Scripture is to be thus appropriated, Christians must ®rst listen
to the `unique prophetic and apostolic testimony'. It is not a matter
of wresting relevance from recalcitrant texts, and approaching
Scripture in that spirit is likely to get in the way of hearing the
Word of God.3 The apostolic testimony participates in the histor-
ical particularity of the incarnation. The church needs to listen to it,
simply to be open to it on its own terms. This is the beginning, not
the end, of the process of appropriation. The Christian NT scholar
can be an enabler of that listening.

This role de®nition brings us to the concern of historical-critical
scholarship with understanding the text as John's, or Mark's, or
Paul's. It demands knowledge of the language of the texts and of
their historical, cultural and church contexts. It demands the
discipline of being aware of our own presuppositions and circum-
stances, so that we guard against blurring the distinctive testimony
of the writers with personal concerns and emphases. It follows the
Enlightenment insistence that the texts are not unmediated revela-
tion or pure theology, but human documents which must be treated
accordingly ± in Paul's case, as letters, as pastoral, and as Paul's.
Further, this role de®nition can give a purpose and a shape to
Christians' practice of historical-critical scholarship. The work is
not done simply for the fascination of the chase, but in the service
of the church's task of listening. It gives a measure of which
questions are most important.

New Testament Studies exists as a discipline in the secular
university, and is widely seen to have its integrity as a secular
discipline into which the church must not intrude. On the other
hand, the documents are scripture ± NT ± only in the context of the
church's life, and the church needs independent-minded biblical
scholarship, not at the service of immediate issues or of the church's
power structures, but an activity of the body of Christ.

3 With Stendahl, Final Account, 21.
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This study examines Rom. 1.16±4.25. It is a scholarly study,
offering to NT scholarship an alternative way of practising histor-
ical-critical exegesis on Paul's letters, and an alternative under-
standing of this important passage. It is also part of the scholarly
work of enabling the church in its task of listening to Paul's
apostolic testimony. It is not intended to provide the preacher with
sermon material, but so to open up the text that believers may be
helped to grapple with Romans and come to know it as part of
their own life, part of their participation in the biblical story.

Listening to Paul's apostolic testimony sets us the same task of
explicating the text as Paul's that is undertaken in mainstream
historical-critical study. Here we encounter the concern that histor-
ical-critical scholarship is failing in its endeavour to take Paul's
letters seriously as letters and as pastoral. The study opens up these
issues, and a new approach to the text is developed. We are not
rejecting the historical-critical method, but modifying the way it is
usually practised on Paul's letters, especially by developing new or
sharpened exegetical questions.

Questions are the most important tool of exegetes. Their skills
and knowledge in the areas of the language and culture of the NT
and the language and culture of biblical scholarship enable them to
use the tools effectively. The basic exegetical tool is the question,
What does this text mean? It is shattering to realize that exegetical
experiment and hermeneutical study over several decades have
broken it. The concept `the meaning of the text' has been relati-
vized. Is the meaning what the writer intended to say? Does
meaning inhere in the structures of the text itself, independently of
the writer's intention? Does meaning arise in the encounter between
text and reader? A text like Romans yields meaning through read-
ings based on any of these assumptions. When we consider short
sections, a greater range is likely to open up. By what criteria can
we decide what constitutes `the meaning of the text'? If we cannot
establish criteria, does the text offer an apparently in®nite range of
meaning, all of which is at our disposal?

This disabling of the question seems to paralyse us. We advance
by recognizing that the blanket question corresponds poorly with
actual practice. A text is a series of conventional marks on a
suf®ciently smooth surface. All our language about its meaning is
metaphor. In reading texts in general we conceive the meaning in
different ways, depending on the nature of the text and what we
want to do with it. A comparison of poetry and instruction
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manuals makes this obvious. If we ®nd some Sumerian prayers, we
feel fairly con®dent that their meaning for us as historical sources is
different from their meaning for the Sumerians who prayed them.
Thus, the fact that we are no longer sure how to go about
answering the blanket question, What does Romans mean? forces
our attention onto ourselves as readers. What kind of a text are we
reading? Romans is a letter written as part of Paul's ministry and of
the continuing life of the church of the ®fties, with no thought that
it would come to be scripture. What do we want to do with it? NT
scholarship wants to listen to it as Paul's; the church wants to listen
to it as part of Paul's apostolic testimony.

In both cases, we must take it very seriously as Paul's. This will
move us into the world where God is not a private option, as far as
we can be so moved. We must look at Paul's intention. He was
writing a letter to the believers in Rome. Our ®rst question, then, is,
What was Paul intending to say to the Romans? This will not
exhaust the meaning of the text as Paul's. We want to learn from it
about Paul's understanding of the gospel, about Paul as a pastor
and as a person. The NT scholar's wider task includes using
Romans as a source for understanding the church and the world in
which Paul wrote, but this limited study offers only an indirect
contribution to that work.

We asked what kind of text we are reading and what we want to
do with it. Our answers show that the model of meaning applicable
here is meaning conceived as contained in the text and in some
sense governed by the author's intention. Authorial intention is
normally given considerable weight in considering the meaning of a
letter. For scripture, this is much more debated. The moves we have
made do not, of course, constitute any general answer to the puzzle
about the meaning of meaning.

The study of Rom. 1.16±4.25 presented in chapters 2±12 has two
aims: to make a substantial contribution to the understanding of
the passage as Paul's, and to use it as a test case for developing a
new historical-critical approach to Paul's letters. We shall consider
carefully their character as letters and as pastoral, and the con-
sequences of the breakdown of the question, What does this text
mean? The aims are complementary, and they create interactive
elements in the study. Chapter 13 is a review, considering particu-
larly the wider application of the work.

We begin by examining the problems the passage raises.
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